Make Next-Gen Retail
Workforce Management
Work for You
Optimize Labor Scheduling with a
Comprehensive Retail Work Platform
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Challenges in Retail Workforce Management
Even in the best of times, effective workforce
management takes a lot of effort to get right. Labor
models need to be built and customized across
regions, stores, and departments, as well as adjusted
for season, weekday, and time of day. Labor budgets,
forecasts, and schedules all need to align in order to
drive revenue and avoid unnecessary labor costs.
However, in the current retail environment, new
challenges are adding complexity to workforce
management. Associates want more flexibility
in their schedules. New regulatory concerns like
predictive scheduling require new processes to ensure
compliance. Growing customer demand for services
like omnichannel delivery are adding new kinds of work
that need to be accounted for.
With many store managers already spending hours
each week crafting schedules, accounting for this
additional complexity is unsustainable using timeintensive, error prone legacy systems.
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What is Next-Gen Workforce Management?
Upgrading your workforce management processes
and solutions is key to competing in the current era
of retail complexity, and it’s essential to find the right
solution for your organization in order to maximize
the benefits. There’s been a lot of buzz about the
next generation of workforce management and the
impact of features like artificial intelligence, mobile
UI, and cloud technology, but how do you cut
through the hype to figure out what you really need?
At its most basic, a next-gen workforce management
solution is one that enables you to simplify retail
complexity. The advanced features help you
streamline scheduling for store associates and store
managers, improve labor forecasting and analytics,
ensure compliance with labor regulations, and
improve employee retention.
Next-gen workforce management solutions go
beyond basic scheduling and planning functionality
to facilitate a broader optimization of retail work.
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Q&A: Solving Your Retail Work Problem
In an interview with RIS News, Brett Friedman, Chief
Revenue Officer at Reflexis Systems, Inc., discusses
some of the market trends driving changes in workforce
management and provides insights into how these nextgen solutions help retailers solve their broader work
problem.

RIS: What role does a workforce management solution
play in helping retailers compete in the customer-centric
age?
Friedman: Unleashing the power of retail associates to
engage with customers and to provide a differentiated
customer experience is the number one weapon that
brick-and-mortar retail can deploy against pure-play online
retailers. A workforce management solution helps the
retailer unleash the power of their associates, by having
the right staff with the right skills available at the right
time to deliver an exemplary customer experience. The
solution needs to do this in a manner that ensures legal
compliance across jurisdictions while also optimizing the
cost impact of the schedule. However, this is really just the
baseline. Next-gen workforce management systems do far
more.

RIS: How has workforce management technology evolved
and what makes the next-gen iterations more valuable?
Friedman: Traditionally, workforce management systems
have been primarily planning systems, which attempted to
align staff hours with expected traffic or transactions. Nextgen systems go beyond workforce planning to address the
broader work opportunity in stores. Approximately 30%
to 35% of work that needs to be done by store associates
is driven by tasks coming from the head office. Task
management must be resident within the same platform as
workforce management in order to properly account for this
work and to distribute the work in a manner that does not
detract from customer engagement. Driving simplification
for stores is key.
Today’s store associates also insist on more control over
their schedules, as well as the flexibility to ensure worklife balance. Employee self-service, which puts these
capabilities at an associate’s finger-tips, is essential for
associate engagement and retention. These capabilities
need to be resident within the workforce management
platform in order to perform real-time validation of
employee requests against labor laws, overtime policies,
and required skills or certifications.
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Q&A: Solving Your Retail Work Problem
RIS: What key features are must haves for retailers
shopping for a new workforce solution?

RIS: How can a cutting-edge workforce management
solution help retailers operate at the speed of retail?

Friedman: Having task management and employee
self-service resident within the workforce management
platform is key. Retailers should look for a single user
interface that allows store managers to address workforce
management issues, corporate driven task work, as well as
tasks created in real-time based on exceptions in various
IT systems or IoT enabled devices all on the same screen
from a mobile device. Technology silos that pull key
personnel off the sales floor need to be eliminated.

Friedman: Recent advances in workforce management
systems have enabled retailers to improve customer
engagement, increase conversion and sales, while better
controlling labor spend. Advances in employee-centric
systems lead to better employee engagement and
retention. Real-time capabilities have transformed workforce
management systems from mere planning tools to work
execution systems that react dynamically to changing
conditions, optimizing at the speed of retail.

Retailers should look for systems with algorithms
specifically designed to address retail problems and that
incorporate machine learning to drive fewer and fewer
keystrokes to create the ideal schedule. The workforce
management system should enable associates to provide
availability across locations and to optimize the schedule
across stores utilizing this availability within a retailer’s
rules. Retailers should also be able to schedule key
personnel at an above-store level, for example, across a
market area. The system user experience should provide
in-the-moment training to ensure consistent execution,
regardless of the experience of the store team.

Reflexis Systems Inc.
Chief Revenue Officer
Brett Friedman
Brett has over 15 years of Sales
and Marketing leadership
experience and a track record
of driving growth. He has held
senior positions at both public
and private software companies
including i2 Technologies, SAP,
Allegro Development, and Infor.
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Addressing Your Comprehensive Work Puzzle
Optimizing workforce management means solving a
comprehensive work puzzle, rather than focusing on a
single challenge, like forecasting, scheduling, budgeting,
or labor spend.
This approach means including solutions such as:
• Mobile Employee Self-Service—improving employee
engagement by empowering them to update
availability, request time off, or pick up open shifts
• Time and Attendance—notifying managers of
impending violations and reducing money wasted on
out-of-compliance fines
• Task Management—aligning labor needs with realtime store work and ensuring associates can focus on
customer service.
Tackling these challenges concurrently ensures there isn’t
a component of your store and labor operations strategy
that works against your workforce management initiatives.
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Simplifying Work with Next-Gen Workforce Management
With a single retail work platform composed of these
solutions, you can streamline every touch point in your
store associates' work day.
By publishing monthly or weekly schedules in advance,
associates can easily check their schedule from
their phone. Since real-time store workloads can be
considered when forecasting labor needs, associates
can work efficiently without being overwhelmed. And by
automatically accounting for associate availability, skill set,
and preferences while creating weekly schedules, you can
avoid misalignments that result in call-outs or frustration
for your associates.
By using a next-gen workforce management approach,
you can simplify work for associates, empowering them
to be successful every day, reducing turnover, and driving
sales.
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About Reflexis Systems, Inc.
The Reflexis cloud-based Real-Time Store Operations Platform helps retailers:

Simplify
store operations.

Optimize

Reflexis is the leading provider of real-time store
operations solutions having been selected by more than
250 global retailers to simplify store operations, optimize
labor spend, and improve store execution.
The Reflexis ONE real-time work platform helps retailers
drive simplification for stores and improved line-of-sight
for field management resulting in significant time savings,
precise execution, and a superior customer experience.

labor spend.

Improve
store execution.

Reflexis: Unleash the Power of Your Store Associates.
Learn more at www.reflexisinc.com.

Contact Reflexis Systems, Inc.
Phone: +1 (781) 493-3400
Fax: +1 (781) 493-3999
Email: info@reflexisinc.com
http://reflexisinc.com/
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